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tend to force the plates apart and squeeze metal between them, and also that all shrinkage of the rivet will be away from the walls of the hole.
In using drilled plates care must be. exercised to remove the sharp burrs left by the drill, as experience has shown that this has a considerable effect on the strength of the joint.
Where the plates form the walls of vessels to hold fluids, the joints must be designed with a view toward tightness as well as
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strength.   For this purpose the edges are planed at a slight bevel,
and calked as shown in Fig. 65 by a tool which resembles a cold-
chisel with a round nose.   Pneumatic tools are used for this pur-
j	pose almost entirely, as they execute more uniform and rapid
|	work than can be done by hand.    In calking great care should
\	be exercised not to groove the plates at A-A, as these are danger-
points for bending, and an incipient groove is very apt to develop
I	into a crack.    It is largely on this  account  that the round-
lose calking-tool has  superseded the square-nose in the best (
practice.
It has been found that the load which the joint will carry
4	before leaking is greatly increased if both rivet heads are calked
•/	as well as the plate edges.    (Bach's experiments.)
The consideration of tightness has a determining effect on the maximum allowable pitch for any given thickness of plate and type of joint. Based upon practice the following values have been found safe for ^ " plates:—
Single riveted lap joints, pitch = yt
Double riveted lap joints, pitch = g.$t
Double riveted butt joints, pitch (in outer row) — 14.51
Triple riveted butt joints, pitch (in outer row) - 2ot.

